The associate of applied science degree in fire science technology is designed to enhance firefighters’ knowledge base and help students obtain advancement opportunities in the fire service field. The program is also designed to provide opportunities for job advancement for currently employed fire fighters. The structural firefighting certificate is for students wanting to pursue entry-level opportunities as fire fighters. Interested students should contact fire science technology faculty for information regarding application and admission to the program.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION:**
Mike Naglieri  
281.290.5902  
Michael.A.Naglieri@LoneStar.edu  
LSC-CyFair

**FOR MORE INFORMATION:**
Jason DeVries  
281.318.4334  
Jason.DeVries@LoneStar.edu  
LSC-Kingwood

**FOR MORE INFORMATION:**
David Griffin  
281.210.5831  
David.K.Griffin@LoneStar.edu  
LSC-Montgomery

**Median Wage:** $50,148

**Basic Structural Firefighter Certificate**  
Available at LSC-CyFair, LSC-Kingwood, and LSC-Montgomery  
LoneStar.edu/Fire-Science-Certificate

For additional fire science technology AAS requirements check out the latest information:  
LoneStar.edu/Fire-Science-Requirements

---

Complete your Fire Science Technology AAS in 2 years!

For more information on gainful employment, visit LoneStar.edu/GainfulEmployment.

LoneStar.edu/Fire-Science-AAS